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O3 Catalog Paper (2111.03606)



Virgo LIGO - Hanford

LESSONS LEARNED

Stellar-mass BBHs waveforms were successful (SNR < 35)

• Waveform systematics cause false positives in testing GR: for example, https://arxiv.org/abs/
2112.06861

• Different models lead to different parameters (missing precession or higher modes, lack of uniform NR 
coverage, …): 2111.03606, Huang et al, Ossokine et al, Nita el al

• Extreme cases (high q, high spin, high inclination): Biscoveanu et al, Varma et al, Colleoni et al

• Degeneracies between GR parameters, and between GR and non-GR : Vallisneri et al,, Ghosh et al, 
Johnson-McDaniel et al

• Few cycle waveform fit everything!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.06861
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.06861


This talk
• LISA waveform landscape


• Waveform challenges and priorities


• Dive into NR as an example

Ensure the quality of GW science is not limited by our 
capability to solve Einstein’s equations



THE WAVEFORM THEORETICAL LANDSCAPE

Courtesy M. van de Meent

V/C << 1 

SELF-FORCE  NEGLIGIBLE

Post-Newtonian 

Perturbation

Numerical relativity FULL GR

STRONG FIELD!

Models: EOBNR and Phenom style



Demands of GW future

1. Different/broader frequency ranges 

•  sources (supermassive black hole mergers, intermediate mass 
ratio, extreme mass ratio inspirals, galactic white dwarf binaries, …) 

•  increases length of signal in band 

•  observe early universe 

2. High signal-to-noise ratios 

• game changer for precision tests of GR and accuracy of parameter 
estimation 

•  increases the accuracy necessary from waveform models 

•  increases the length of time for computing models and data 
analysis 

3. Multiple signals - challenge for data analysis (global fit) 

4. Speed



Slide courtesy of N. 
Warburton 

Extreme Mass Ratio inspirals (EMRis)



Slide courtesy of N. Warburton 

Intermediate Mass Ratio inspirals (IMRis)



courtesy of L. Durkan, B. Wardell, N. Warburton, A. Pound J. Miller, and A. Le Tiec 

Working toward highly-unequal waveforms
NR waveform 

Self Force waveform



Massive Black Hole Binaries (MBHBs)

D. Ferguson

Public NR Waveform Catalogs: Maya (cgp.ph.utexas.edu/
waveform), SXS (black-hole.org), and RIT (ccrg.rit.edu)


https://cgp.ph.utexas.edu/waveform
https://cgp.ph.utexas.edu/waveform
http://black-hole.org
http://cargo.rit.edu




This Table will be published in 
the LISA Waveform Working 

Group WhitePaper and 
SNOWMASS (Foucart et al)

Table of NR Codes 



Phenom Status



EOBNR Status



Waveform Priorities: Dive into NR Accuracy

NR and Model communities addressing 
(Pürrer and Haster ‘19, Ferguson et al ’21)



NR Waveforms - The Sausage

• Getting the waveform from NR 


• Initial data choices


• Coordinate choices, including frame 


• The numerics


• Going from NR to Strain for Data Analysis


• Getting Psi4 - h(t)


• Extrapolating to infinity


• Preparing for DA


• Windowing, and the evils of tapering 


• Models




Convergence Test



➤ NR simulations are performed on finite 
resolution grids with boundaries typically 
around .


➤ Typical simulations have at least ~48 points 
across the BH horizon or a resolution of 
around .


➤ NR codes have been tested to converge to 
the correct solution with increasing resolution


➤ Waveforms generated from even the highest 
resolution simulations will have some intrinsic 
error


➤ How will this error manifest during the 
analysis of high SNR signals?

400M

Δ = M/240

Example: Accuracy



• Strains produced by 
high (solid, black) and 
low (dashed, gray) 
resolution numerical 
relativity simulations


• Residual resulting 
from subtracting the 
low resolution 
waveform from the 
high resolution 
waveform

Residuals due to finite resolution 

D. Ferguson et al 2023



Criteria for assessing accuracy

• Minimum resolution needed for waveforms to be indistinguishable from infinite 
resolution waveforms within LIGO as a function of signal-to-noise ratio for various 
detector frame total masses


• Vertical line is maximum SNR yet observed by LIGO ( )ρ = 33

Maya current best resolution



Impact on Parameter Estimation

Hanford only, a q=1 
spinning system using 
RIFT PE code 

A. Jan et al in prep



Computational Cost
➤ A simulation with a resolution of M/700 would require 16 nodes on higher 

performance computer for 30 days to achieve 7 orbits before merger


➤ With our current allocation, that would allow us to perform 10 simulations per 
year


➤ To span LISA’s band, we will likely want longer simulations


➤ Inclination will require even higher resolutions



What are the requirements on 
waveform for fundamental physics 

with LISA?

- 1 sigma error in parameters might be “enough” for astrophysics


- But what is it for tests of GR?  Residual below the noise curve?


- Answer probably depends on specific science case, but it would 
be great to do concrete examples

Waveforms + Fundamental Physics + LDC



How do we develop a waveform 
pipeline?

- Berti showed us FoM using older waveform models


- Public catalogues and codes 


- NR public catalogues -> Models (some) -> LDC/DDPC?


- (Mock) Data Challenge involving the latest and greatest 
waveforms!

Waveforms + Fundamental Physics + LDC



Summary


